
Trust and the 
Distributed  
Workforce

Distributed Work Models Are Here to Stay

Challenges and Solutions

The events of 2020 profoundly changed where and how work is done.

Organizations want to embrace a distributed 
workforce model, but must overcome three 
key obstacles.

Challenge
Providing frictionless access to tools 
and technologies whenever and 
wherever employees need them.

Challenge
Protecting distributed endpoints 
with siloed security tools that 
can’t scale. 

Challenge

Employee sentiments

of IT, HR and business decision-
makers agree that their organization 
is experiencing the benefits of 
remote work and can’t go back  
to how things were before.1

of workers want to 
be able to work 
from home after 
the pandemic.2

61% 73%

Analyst 
perspectives

Solution

Solution

Solution

IDC expects the U.S. remote 
workforce to grow from 
78.5M to 93.5M by 20243

Enable employees to work from anywhere with a managed 
integrated digital workspace that provides fast, simple and 
secure access they need to do their jobs.

Get the visibility and management needed to make Zero Trust 
work, and simplify wide-area networking and security by 
delivering both as a cloud service. 

Completely automate the workspace in a manner that is driven 
by outcomes and not just tasks.

1.  Employee Experience

2. Security

3.  Operational Complexity

of employees are 
wrestling with 
technology issues  
while working 
remotely.4

of security professionals 
reported an increase in 
cyberattacks since 
shifting to a remote 
working model.6

of decision-makers feel an 
integrated workforce solution  
is required to provide the  
end-to-end security and  
network and device  
management needed to  
support remote workforces.

of organizations report that 
they are wrestling with 
onboarding since the 
pandemic.5

of organizations agree that 
security measures in their 
organization negatively 
impact employee 
productivity.7

51%

91%

73%

61%

47%

Opportunities for VMware Partners

Take the Next Step

Enable customers to build trust for the distributed workforce with 
VMware Anywhere Workspace.

VMware is committed to working with partners 
to create new, ongoing revenue opportunities 
by helping customers overcome the obstacles 
to distributed workforce success.

Read the “Trust and the Distributed 
Workforce” white paper to learn more.

Anywhere Workspace combines three key VMware technologies:

VMware  
Workspace ONE® 
Unified endpoint management

Desktop and app virtualization

Employee experience solutions

VMware SASE 
Platform™

Zero Trust network access

VMware Carbon 
Black Cloud
Cloud native endpoint  
and workload protection
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How to help customers overcome 
the obstacles to distributed 
workforce success

78.5M 93.5M
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